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Abstract—Methods for registration of intermolecular interactions based on the phenomenon of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) have become one of the most efficient tools to solve fundamental and applied problems of analytical biochemistry. Nevertheless, capabilities of these methods are often insufficient to detect low concentrations of analytes or to screen large numbers of objects. That is why considerable efforts are directed at enhancing the sensitivity and efficiency of SPR-based measurements. This review describes the basic principles of the detection of intermolecular interactions using this method, provides a comparison of various types of SPR detectors, and classifies modern approaches to enhance sensitivity and efficiency of measurements.
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Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has been used in biochemistry for over three decades. Formation of intermolecular complexes of a two-phase interface is followed by a change in the refractive index of one of the phases, which leads to SPR parameter modulation as registered by the detector [1]. Actually, all SPR detectors are refractometers. Many sensor systems have been developed on the basis of SPR; they have become effective tools both for researching intermolecular interactions and resolving practical analytical tasks.

The SPR-based methods attract researchers first because of the possibility to register interactions without using markers, high sensitivity, precision, and reproducibility of results. In the course of intermolecular complex formation and dissociation, the mass transfer processes between the media and the sensory surface are registered in the form of sensor signal time dependence (sensograms). Based on these dependences, one can calculate the kinetic and equilibrium constants of complex formation reaction. Data of sensograms changes versus temperature, allow calculating reaction thermodynamic characteristics: changes of Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy [2].

SPR-detection technology is of universal character and enables registration of interactions of both low molecular weight objects and macromolecules, their agglomerates, viruses, and even whole cells. It has stipulated intensive use of the method of in fundamental research, medicine, environmental monitoring, foodstuff safety control, and other fields as well [2, 3]. Recently, significant efforts have been directed at mastering the SPR method: enhancing detection sensitivity [4] and creating systems for simultaneous registration of multiple interactions [5]. Commercial implementation of these developments will provide even wider use of SPR methods.

This review briefly describes the principle of SPR analysis and considers the most common methods of SPR initiation and various detector types. Special attention is paid to new solutions for high sensitivity and efficient SPR analysis.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF SPR SENSORS

Plasmons are pseudo-particles representing electron gas quantum fluctuations in the conducting material. Resonant excitation of these vibrations by electromagnetic waves in the thin layer of the conducting material, placed between the two media with different refraction index, is named “surface plasmon resonance” [1].

In most cases, to excite SPR, a system is used that consists of transparent material with high refraction index.
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(for instance, silica [6]) and a thin gold film applied on its surface. The opposite side of the film is contacting the analyzed medium. Preferred use of gold in such systems is stipulated by high chemical stability of the metal [7].

Generation of SPR is possible when complying with conditions of total internal reflection [1]. The total reflection phenomenon is based on the effect that when light is passing from a more dense optical medium to a less dense one, the refracted beam deviates from the normal media interface (the angle of refraction is higher than the angle of incidence). If the angle of incidence is increased so much that the angle of refraction exceeds 90°, then the light will not be able to penetrate into the medium with lower refraction index, and most of the light energy (at low extinction) will reflect from the media interface (Fig. 1).

The electric field of photons will penetrate into less dense optical substrate, but only by the distance of the wavelength of light. If in this case there is a layer of conducting material of thickness less than the length of the light wave on the interface, then electromagnetic field penetrating the layer will be generating vibrations of free electrons (Fig. 2). To achieve effective excitation of these vibrations, the light frequency must be less than the natural frequency of electron vibration (plasma frequency) [8, 9]. That is why when exciting SPR in metal films, light of the visible spectrum and near infrared spectrum range is used, because the plasma frequency of most metals is in UV range of the spectrum.

Resonance absorption of light energy by electron vibrations occurs when a surface plasmon pulse vector is equal to the projection of the photon pulse vector on the substrate interface [10]. Parameters of the first of these vectors depend upon the conductor properties and refraction indices of boundary phases, while parameters of the second vector depend upon the light frequency and the angle of incidence. If the resonance conditions are observed, then the intensity of reflected light drastically decreases due to transformation of part of the light wave energy into plasmon energy.

Minimum changes of refraction index in the interface area caused by a change in medium composition lead to changes of SPR conditions. This fact allows, by registering the parameters of a reflected wave, to detect in real time formations of complexes on the substrate interface. Stimulating light resonance frequency at a fixed angle of beam incidence, or resonance angle of beam incidence at fixed frequency, can act as registered parameters, as well as light magnitude or phase. The first two types of SPR detection are also known as surface plasmon spectroscopy with frequency and angle spectra, respectively [11].

Another condition for effective plasmon excitation is related to exciting light polarization. Vibration of the electrons is mostly excited by action of the electric component of an electromagnetic wave. That is why the strongest interaction with the electrons in the conducting film is provided by a plane-polarized wave with electric field vector parallel to the incident plane. The vector of the magnetic field in this case is vibrating in parallel to the interface. A wave of this kind is called p-polarized, π-polarized, H-type wave, or TM-wave (Transverse Magnetic). In contrast, the s-polarized wave has the vector of electric field E perpendicular to the incident plane. The s-polarized wave is also called s-polarized, sagittal polarized, wave of E-type, or TE-wave (Transverse Electric). Prefixes p- and s- were introduced from German words parallel and senkrecht (parallel and perpendicular).

As far as an s-polarized wave interacts with plasmon, weakly, p-polarized light is mostly used in SPR systems [12]. An exception is SPR detectors with phase modulation, where phase difference of p- and s-polarized waves after interaction with the plasmon are registered [13].

The SPR sensitivity to change of refraction index depends upon the magnitude of plasmon wave field,
which decreases exponentially when withdrawing from the interface. That is why SPR is most sensitive to changes directly at the media interface. To describe the thickness of a sensible layer, the term of field penetration depth is used — the distance from the surface at which field magnitude decreases by e (base of the natural logarithm) once. This parameter is increasing with increase of wavelength. For instance, for the gold system, dielectric with refraction index of 1.32, we can increase the field penetration depth from 100 to 600 nm by varying agitation light wavelength from 600 to 1000 nm [14].

**SPR EXCITATION METHODS**

As stated above, plasmon resonant excitation occurs when the surface plasmon pulse vector is equal to the projection of the photon pulse vector on the medium interface (sometimes this requirement is formulated as wave vector equality). However, usually a plasmon pulse is higher than those of photons are [9]. That is why special facilities are used for SPR generation (coupling devices), which increase photon pulse. The exception is SPR excitation in metal particles of nanometer size — no additional facilities are required. Prisms, waveguides, and diffraction lattices are used as the coupling devices, less often — other devices, like photon crystals [14, 15]. Let us review the most common methods of SPR excitation:

**SPR with prism coupling devices.** In the pioneering works of Otto [16] and Kretschmann [17], SPR was stimulated/triggered by light passing through prisms of dielectric material with high refractive index. In Kretschmann’s scheme, the light exiting the prism falls on a metal film applied on the lower prism face, and being reflected by it proceeds to detector. The opposite face of the metal film contacts the analyzed substrate (Fig. 3a). In Otto’s construct, the light is reflected by the interface of the prism and analyzed substrate, while the metal layer is placed close to this interface (Fig. 3b). Mostly prism-type coupling devices are used in SPR analysis, with Kretschmann geometry, which is due to their simplicity and high efficiency of plasmons stimulation [18]. Prism-type coupling devices can be combined with all types of SPR detectors: ones measuring resonant angle, resonant wavelength, amplitude, or phase of the reflected light.

**SPR with waveguide coupling devices.** Due to the total internal reflection effect, the light can spread inside an optical waveguide — the transparent channel made of material with high refractive index. If the metal film is applied on the surface of this channel, then the light wave field can excite the surface plasmon on the outer surface of the films (Fig. 3c). Most often, these SPR systems are realized as fiber optic channels with metal coating at the sensor section [19]. SPR detectors in systems with waveguide coupling devices can operate in the mode of phase, frequency, or amplitude of modulation, but not angle modulation [20].

**SPR with diffraction lattice.** Instead of solid metal coatings, for plasmon stimulation it is possible to use a diffraction lattice with lattice dimensions less than the
light wavelength. Intermolecular interaction registration in devices of this type is provided by measuring diffracted light parameters and comparing characteristics of the beams with different diffraction orders of magnitude. SPR sensors with diffraction lattice are very diverse: they can operate in either the transmission mode or the reflection mode, while the stimulated light can fall directly on the sensor face or on the opposite face. Similar to SPR sensors with prism-type coupling devices, SPR sensors with diffraction lattice can combine all types of detectors [21-23]. Figure 3d presents an example of an SPR sensor with diffraction lattice in reflection mode.

**Local SPR.** Of special consideration is the excitation of the surface plasmons inside metal particles for sizes less than the stimulated light wavelength. Plasmons of this kind represent quanta of collective electron vibrations, similar to harmonic oscillator vibrations, in relation to positively charged nuclei (Fig. 4). In contrast to plasmons, the vibrations do not spread in the extended structures, and that is why their resonant excitation was called local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).

The modeling of LSPR, using Mie theory of light scattering, reveals [24] that for its generations no coupling devices are needed. Change of medium composition around nanoparticles shifts the resonant frequency of electron oscillations and the peak of extinction in the spectrum of light passing through the solution of nanoparticles. This shift is used for monitoring complex formation processes on the surface of nanoparticles.

**COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTIC OF SPR DETECTORS**

Classification of SPR detectors is based on the light wave parameters being measured by the detectors. There are four types of registering devices distinguished by measuring reflection angle, frequency, intensity, and phase shift of light.

The main characteristics of SPR detectors are as follows: sensitivity, resolution, detection limit, and dynamic range [14].

The sensitivity of an SPR detector is a ratio of sensor signal change to change of the refraction index [25]. The refraction index is measured in RIU (refractive index unit), while detector signal can be the resonant angle, the resonant wavelength, intensity, or phase shift of the reflected light. That is why for two different SPR detectors the units of sensitivity measurements can be different [4].

The resolution of an SPR detector is a ratio of noise standard deviation to the sensitivity. In contrast to sensitivity, the resolution characteristics for all types of SPR detectors are measured in the same units – RIU [13, 25]. Hence, as far as at the same noise level exists, increase of sensor acuity leads to reduction in resolution, sensors with lower resolution considered as being more sensitive.

The lower limit of detection is the analyte concentration that causes change of sensor signal equal to three standard deviations of the background signal [25]. It is often called just the limit of detection.

Dynamic range is the range of values where the parameter being defined can be reliably measured [26, 27]. One should distinguish the dynamic range from the working range. The latter is the range of values where the parameter being defined can be measured with pre-set precision [27].

In the table, various types of SPR detectors are compared by analytic characteristics. As we see, by reduction of resolution characteristics the SPR detectors are placed as follows: 1) intensity measurement; 2) resonant wavelength measurement; 3) resonant reflection angle measurement; 4) phase shift measurement.
Analytic parameters of various types of the SPR detectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector type</th>
<th>Intensity measurement</th>
<th>Angle SPR spectroscopy</th>
<th>Frequency SPR spectroscopy</th>
<th>Measurement of phase shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical resolution (1/RIU)</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical value of dynamic range (1/RIU)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$&gt;0.1$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical sensitivity</td>
<td>15000%/RIU</td>
<td>200'/RIU</td>
<td>10,000 nm/RIU</td>
<td>100,000'/RIU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential to enhance efficiency</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By reduction of the dynamic range, the sensors are placed as follows: 1) resonant wavelength measurement; 2) resonant reflection angle measurement; 3) intensity measurement; 4) phase shift measurement.

Due to simplicity, high sensitivity, and wide working range, detectors with resonant angle measurement are now most widely used [13, 14]. These detectors based on phase shift measurement and feature the best resolution characteristics, but their main drawback is the narrow range of measured values [13].

There are methods that allow widening of the dynamic range of phase shift in phase shift detectors up to 0.06 RIU at resolution of 2.2·$10^{-7}$ RIU [4, 28, 29]. As a result, their dynamic range becomes comparable with the dynamic range of detectors with intensity measurement, while their resolution characteristics still are in excess of resolution characteristics of most detectors.

One of the most important directions in developing SPR sensors is the increase of sensor efficiency. Most efficient are the systems of SPR imaging (see below) comprising mostly detectors registering intensity modulation or phase shifts of the reflected light. SPR imaging with angle and frequency modulation are also possible, but devices of this type are much more complex and are less marketable as competitors [13, 14].

As we see, the choice of a particular detector type is determined by specifics of the task: for determination of analytes in low concentrations, phase shift detectors or angle SPR spectroscopy are preferable; for wide concentration range detection – frequency or angle SPR spectroscopy; for high efficient analysis – measurement of the intensity or the reflected light shift.

SCHEMES FOR ANALYSIS

The first stage of SPR analysis is the modification of sensory surface to provide it with ability to bind the analyte in a specific way. For this purpose, the following receptor molecules on the sensory surface are immobilized: antibodies, peptides, nucleic acids, etc. [30-33]. Receptor molecule binding with the sensory surface can be conducted using various covalent [34-39] and noncovalent [40-45] methods of immobilization.

After surface modification, reactions of specific interaction of ligand—receptor are conducted on the surface. Depending upon the composition of the complexes generated on the sensory surface and the component binding sequence, four main schemes of conducting SPR analysis are distinguished [5].

Change of refraction index close to the sensory surface increases with mass increase of the molecules bound to the surface. That is why, in case analyzed objects are of larger mass (>5 kDa), their binding with the sensory surface leads to sufficient change of refraction index in the area close to the interface. This format of analysis is called direct.

If the analyte has several potential sites of binding with the receptor molecules, then after complex formation it retains free valences. Usually, the same is also valid for large objects. Free valences can generate complexes with the receptor in solution, which leads to additional signal increase by means of enhancing the mass connected to the surface. As a result, the analyte in the complex is included between two or more receptor molecules. This format is called “sandwich”, and it is used for more sensitive detection.

Low molecular weight compounds, when binding, change refraction index, and that is why they are hard to detect by direct SPR method. In those cases, competitive or inhibiting analysis is used instead [14]. In the first case, the analyte conjugates with a carrier of larger size, and the receptor is immobilized at the sensor surface. Conjugated and free analytes are mixed, and in the mixture they compete for binding to the receptor. In the second case, a fixed concentration of the receptor is added to the analyzed solution, while on the surface the analyte or its conjugate is immobilized. If free analyte is present in an analyzed solution, it binds with the receptor, preventing receptor interaction with the modified surface. Inhibiting analysis is a version of competitive analysis, but often it is separated in a special format.

Note, that in both direct and “sandwich” analysis, there is a direct dependence of detected signal on analyte concentration observed, while in competitive and inhibiting analysis – the reverse dependence occurs.

ENHANCING SENSITIVITY OF SPR BIOSENSORS

Low sensitivity of SPR sensors in determination low molecular weight compounds represents a significant limitation of sensors. The limit of detection for most commercial SPR sensors corresponds to the surface density of...
chip-connected protein analyte of ~ 1 pg/mm². This very degree of surface occupation usually corresponds to one unit of signal change, measured in resonant units (RU) [1].

However, many tasks require detecting low molecular weight compounds in extremely low concentrations. In these cases, it is necessary to find additional methods of increasing sensitivity, which can require sufficient modification of the sensor design or inserting additional markers.

In this section, we will be compare SPR sensors by their resolution parameter, because in contrast to sensitivity, the resolution of various types of SPR sensors is measured in the same units – RIU (see section “Comparative Characteristic of the SPR Detectors”). However, because reducing sensor resolution leads to increase in its sensitivity and reduction of limit of detection [4], then for the purpose of simplicity we will be using the expression “methods of enhancing sensitivity”.

Methods of Phase Shift Measuring

As already noted, the most sensitive of all SPR sensors are the systems measuring the phase shift generated by the interaction of the beam with the surface plasmons. That is why the use of this technique itself can be considered as a method to increase sensitivity. The main difficulty in using this approach is that, in contrast to other parameters registered by SPR sensors, the light phase cannot be measured directly due to high frequency of light (level of 10¹⁴ Hz for visible light). Therefore, the phase shift caused by interaction with the surface plasmon is measured indirectly, using interference phenomenon. Below we will review the main approaches of these measurements.

Analysis of the interference pattern. In 1997, Kabashin and Nikitin proposed a device based on a Mach–Zehnder interferometer for analyzing the interference pattern in SPR [46, 47]. The method is based on separating an incoming laser beam into two components: the signal arm and the reference arm (Fig. 5). The signal arm is directed into the cell for SPR, where the p-polarized beam component undergoes phase shift, while the reference arm is reflected from the mirror without any change. Then both beams are directed at the detector, where the beams interfere with formation of a specific pattern; based on pattern analysis, the phase shift is calculated. The experiment revealed that exchange of Ar and N₂ gases in the SPR cell leads to reflected light phase shift 0.6–0.7°, which corresponds to detection limit of 4·10⁻⁸ RIU.

In later studies, a number of SPR sensors were described that use alternative interferometers (Michelson interferometer [48], Fabry–Perot interferometer [49], etc.), birefringence crystals [50, 51], wave plates [52], Wollaston prisms [53], and other devices.

Ellipsometry. Since the s- and p-components of the light wave interact with surface plasmons in different ways, after interaction the parameters of the polarization ellipse are changed. Methods registering these changes are called ellipsometry [13].

In SPR conditions, the p-component of the light wave undergoes sufficient changes of magnitude and phase, while the s-component remains practically unchanged. Thus, change of polarization and, respectively, ellipsometer signal generates two processes: polarizing contrast related to the change of magnitude difference of the s- and p-components, and phase contrast, related to their phase shift [54].

The interference pattern on the detector surface itself can provide information on polarization parameters. However, using various phase retarders and polarization modulators it is possible to filter noise and thus increase measurement precision [13]. In some cases the use of ellipsometry in SPR sensors allows resolution of the refractive index to 3.7·10⁻⁸ RIU [55, 56].

Heterodyne. Another method of phase shift measurement is using a heterodyne – a device whose operation is based on “beats”. Let us review the nature of the phenomenon.

If the frequency of one wave differs slightly from another wave frequency, then wave interference leads to summed wave magnitude along the beam pass being periodically increasing and decreasing. Then, frequency of the envelope-summed wave becomes a few times less than the frequency of the incoming waves (Fig. 6). The value of the envelope wave frequency depends on difference in frequencies of incoming waves. This scheme of wave superposition can be used several times in one device. As a result, it is possible to obtain an envelope wave with frequency a few orders less than the former one and register its phase using a phase meter [57].
This very scheme of phase shift registration was used by Lee and coauthors [58] in the analyzer, which demonstrated a breakthrough resolution by refraction index equal to $2.8 \times 10^{-9}$ RIU. When measuring interaction on a chip surface of the model pair mouse IgG/anti-mouse IgG, it corresponded to the limit of detection 10 fg/ml (67 aM).

**Enhancing Measurement Sensitivity of Intensity Modulation**

To be precise, the ellipsometric methods described above for SPR sensors can be treated equally as phase modulation methods and as intensity modulation methods, because signal magnitude change influences polarization ellipse parameters in the same way as phase change does. Among SPR sensors with intensity modulation, these sensors are the most sensitive. However, if the intensity is measured directly, then the intensity modulation registration (magnitude) is characterized by an average resolution of $10^{-5}$ RIU and appears to be less sensitive. However, SPR sensor sensitivity with intensity modulation can be increased, for instance, using two sources of radiation with different wavelengths. Sensor signal in this system is determined based on intensity difference of reflected beams with different wavelengths. Sensor resolution by refraction index can be increased up to $2 \times 10^{-6}$ RIU [59].

**Enhancing Measurement Sensitivity of Resonant Angle**

Resonant angle measurement sensitivity is one of the highest in SPR technique, but it still can be increased. Sensitivity of SPR analysis with angle spectra depends first on resonant maximum location registration, which in turn depends on the width of resonant peak and shape of the angle absorption band curve. That is why narrowing of resonant spectrum sufficiently increases analysis sensitivity. Thus, by placing an additional diffraction lattice close to the sensor surface of the SPR analyzer with angle scanning we obtain instead of one wide resonant maximum, a set of narrow peaks corresponding to diffracted beams of various order (Fig. 7). This way, the lines of absorption at the angle radiation pattern are significant — up to thousands of times — narrow in comparison with the original ones. Further sensitivity increase is limited by the spectrum width of radiation source, noises, and thermal drift of the hardware [60].

**Enhancing Measurement Sensitivity of Resonant Frequency**

Sensitivity of SPR sensors operating in wavelength modulation mode can be increased if spectrophotometers with Fourier conversion are used as detectors. These SPR sensors, due to high precision of wavelength measurement, are more sensitive than the standard SPR sensors with measurement of resonant angle and resonant frequency [61]. This approach is used, for instance, in SPR100 sensor of GWC Technologies (USA).

Homola and coauthors [62] developed an SPR sensor with frequency modulation based on the use of polychromatic light and architecture with multiple parallel read channels. In this device, the polychromatic light beam is collimated and directed at a correlating prism. Having reflected from many sensor channels, the light beams are directed at various measuring inputs of the spectrograph. This implementation of SPR sensor achieved resolution up to $2 \times 10^{-7}$ RIU.

For SPR sensors with frequency modulation, silver films provide higher sensitivity in comparison with gold [63]. However, silver is less chemically stable. Thus, bimetallic (silver with gold coating) films retaining chip stability and providing fivefold growth of measurements sensitivity are used quite successfully [64].

**Multi-purpose Methods to Increase Sensitivity**

**Use of long-range surface plasmons.** Already in 1981, Sarid theoretically justified [65] that in thin metal film between two dielectric layers with similar refraction indices, two modes of surface plasmons can emerge, with symmetrical and asymmetrical field profiles (Fig. 8). Emerging from these modes is the consequence of the two surface plasmons interacting on the opposite faces of metal film of thickness comparable with surface depth plasmon field penetration depth. For a symmetrical surface plasmon, the propagation constant and attenuation on metal film thickening increase, and for asymmetrical they decrease. Because the asymmetrical plasmon is attenuating faster than the symmetrical one, the first is
called short-range surface plasmon, and the second one long-range surface plasmon.

The field of symmetrical surface plasmon penetrates into dielectric media sufficiently deeper than the field of antisymmetrical surface plasmon or the field of common surface plasmon generating on one interface metal–dielectric. Thus, generation of the long-range plasmon leads to sufficient increase of electromagnetic field intensity, which can enhance SPR sensitivity. For instance, Homoda and coauthors [66] suggested a developed configuration of an SPR sensor with excitation of long-range plasmons achieving resolution of $3 \times 10^{-8}$ RIU.

Enhancing sensitivity using nano-coatings. Nearly guided wave SPR (NGWSPR). Lahav and coauthors [67] suggested use of an additional dielectric layer in an SPR sensor of 10-15 nm thickness and placed between metal and the analyzed medium. One necessary condition for enhancing sensitivity this way is high refractive index of dielectric. With a thin dielectric layer with high refraction index, excitation of surface plasmons on a metal surface is followed by generation of partially guided waves, which leads to strengthening of electromagnetic field and increasing sensor receptivity. Increasing dielectric layer thickness by one order transforms the layer in coupled plasmon-waveguide resonance (CPWR), but the sensitivity drastically drops due to large distance from plasmon to the sensor surface. Thus, the use of silver film and 10-nm silicon nano-coating increases analysis sensitivity by four times [67].

Graphene coating for sensor surface. Use of graphene as an additional sensor surface coating also increases sensitivity of SPR sensors. As Wu and coauthors showed [68], signal increase in this case provides charge transfer
from graphene to the gold surface. Hence, field intensity on the sensor surface increases, making the sensor more sensitive to changes in nearby surroundings. Zhang and coauthors [69] demonstrated four-fold decrease of the limit of detection of human IgG in an SPR sensor with the use of gold film covered with graphene oxide as the sensor surface.

Enhancing Sensitivity Using Nanoparticles

As far as the signal of an SPR sensor directly depends upon the quantity and weight of the object connected to the surface, and surface wave field penetrates into the medium by several hundred nanometers, the sensitivity of SPR analysis increases by marking interacting molecules with nanoparticles. As markers, nanoparticles of metals can be used (for instance gold or silver), metal oxides (for instance iron oxides), carbon nanotubes, latex particles, and liposomes, as well as combined materials of different nanoparticles [70]. The marking increases measurement sensitivity by hundreds of times. Let us review in details the features of using various kinds of nanoparticles.

Metal nanoparticles. Noble metals nanoparticles are often used as enhancers in SPR sensors. The important advantage of metal nanoparticles is duplex mechanism of SPR enhancement — by increasing weight on the sensor face and by interaction of surface plasmon fields on sensor metal film and the electrons of the nanoparticle (coupling SPR−LSPR). The efficiency of field coupling depends upon the distance between nanoparticle and the surface, size, and shape of the nanoparticle [70-72].

Gold nanoparticles are most commonly used due to high stability, well-developed theoretical methods, as well as the possibility to obtain particles with controlled shape and size. Lyon and coauthors demonstrated [73] 25-fold enhancement of SPR by gold nanoparticles, directly detecting 6.7 pM of human immunoglobulin G. The method is successfully used also in competitive determination of low molecular weight compounds. As enhancers, conjugates of gold particles with specific antibodies can be used; however, as stated by Urusov and coauthors by example of determining ochratoxin A [74], the best results are obtained using indirect enhancement supported by combination of unmodified specific antibodies and conjugate of gold nanoparticles with anti-species antibodies (Fig. 9). Use of conjugate of this type significantly reduced concentration of specific antibodies and hence reduced the limit of detection of ochratoxin A by more than 10-fold — down to 60 pg/ml.

An original enhancement of an SPR sensor was suggested by Cao and coauthors [75] when detecting antibodies against glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) — a marker for insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus diagnostics. They used conjugate of gold nanoparticles with covalently ligated anti-species antibodies and horseradish peroxidase. The first stage of enhancement comprised the interaction of the conjugate and the GAD/antibodies complex against GAD. Then they added solution containing 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB) and H2O2. The peroxidase-catalyzed DAB oxidation by peroxide with formation of precipitate provided additional signal enhancement. This approach reduced the limit of detection by four orders of magnitude and allowed detection of antibodies at concentration down to 200 fM.

Magnetic nanoparticles. Functionalized magnetic nanoparticles such as Fe3O4 are also actively used for signal enhancement in SPR sensors. Their main advantage is lower cost compared to noble metal particles and the possibility to conduct operations using magnetic field. These particles can form aggregates on the sensor surface, sufficiently changing refraction index and, respectively, sufficiently enhancing the signal.

Chemical functionalization of magnetic nanoparticles is well developed and can be used to prepare conjugates with various receptor molecules. For instance,
Teramura and coauthors [76] developed a scheme for detecting atrial natriuretic peptide (a marker of cardiac failure) with amplification by conjugation of magnetic nanoparticles with streptavidin. The limit of detection was 25 pg/ml, while without enhancement it was 10 ng/ml. Pollet and coauthors [77] described analysis with conjugated enhanced by magnetic particles with specific antibodies, increasing sensitivity when determining peanut allergen Ara h1 100-fold (down to 90 pg/ml). Wang and coauthors [78] in “sandwich” analysis of thrombin used nanoparticles of iron oxide modified by aptamers. The limit of detection of thrombin was 17 pM (versus 27 nM without enhancement).

**Carbon nanotubes.** Lee and coauthors [79] used conjugates of specific antibodies with carbon nanotubes for SPR detection of human granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor and human erythropoietin. Their studies demonstrated over 30-fold enhancement of SPR signal in comparison with a method using unmarked specific antibodies. The limit of detection for both analytes with enhancement was 100 pg/ml.

**Latex nanoparticles** were the very first nanomaterials used as enhancers in SPR analysis. They drew attention due to high size and weight, which sufficiently change refraction index of the medium close to the sensor interface. Already in 1993, Severs and Schasfoort suggested SPR enhancement by functionalized latex particles for determining human chorionic gonadotropin, having displayed 30-fold signal enhancement and limit of detection of 5 nM [80].

**Liposomes.** Spherical hollow formations of one or several phospholipid bilayers are also used as SPR enhancers. Large size of the particles (over 100 nm) leads to the fact that liposome binding significantly changes the refraction index of the medium close to the interface [70]. Wink and coauthors [81] conducted SPR analysis of interferon-γ and demonstrated that use of liposome markers reduced the detection limit down to 100 pg/ml. This is one of the highest criteria of sensitivity enhancement, comparable to double enhancement by gold nanoparticles + precipitation [75].

**ENHANCING EFFICIENCY OF SPR SENSORS**

**Multi-channel systems.** One of the main directions in developing SPR sensors is enhancing sensor efficiency. For this purpose, the leading developers of SPR sensors directed efforts at creating multi-channel systems. Already in the late 1990s, Biacore (USA), the leader of SPR sensor industry, presented a system prototype capable of conducting up to eight measurements in parallel channels. One measurements cycle lasts about 4 min, which in combination with an automated sample-pipetting station, allows testing 600 samples per day [82].

We should note the existence of the two related tasks in multiplex analysis: simultaneous analysis of many analytes in one sample, and simultaneous analysis of multiple samples for content of the one analyte. In the first case, the sample can flow in series via sensor elements modified by receptors to various analytes. In the second case, the availability of several parallel channels is necessary. Nevertheless, both tasks can be achieved in a single device. Thus, the Biacore A100 system was created in 2005; it consists of four flow cells, and each cell has five detection spots. This system allows up to 20 measurements per cycle, and the daily efficiency of the system is 3800 measurements. A similar four-channel system is used in the Biacore T100 and Biacore 3000 models [5]. Other manufacturers are also using this approach to enhance efficiency, for instance, the three-channel SensiQ Pioneer (SensiQ Technologies, USA), four-channel Reichert4SPR (Reichert Technologies, USA), five-channel BI4500 Series (Biosensing Instrument, USA), or eight-channel NanoSPR8 481 (NanoSPR Devices, USA).

The reference signal is usually generated in one or in several channels of a multi-channel system, it not being related to a specific interaction. In this way, multi-channel systems enhance not only efficiency, but reliability of the tests as well. Besides, during clinical analysis, the content of any specific biomarker can vary sufficiently, and the parallel testing of several markers of one and the same morbid condition sufficiently increases reliability of the diagnosis [5, 83].

Highly efficient multiplex testing is in demand for resolving a number of tasks – screening of antibodies and aptamers libraries, genotyping, determining organism sensitization to allergens, etc. One of the tasks requiring multiplex testing is detecting pathogens, as infection of an organism with various bacteria or viruses often is of similar symptomatology, and express identification of the disease agent is extremely important for efficient therapy. Thus, Wang and coauthors used a multi-channel SPR sensor based on DNA hybridization for simultaneous determination of four pathogenic bacteria as follows: *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Clostridium tetani*, and *Clostridium perfringens* [84]. The achieved limit of DNA detection was 10 pM.

**SPR imaging.** A breakthrough in multiplex analysis systems was made by SPR imaging (SPRi), making it possible to conduct simultaneous analysis of several hundreds of interactions [85]. These devices were created due to the development of micro-fluid techniques and the technology of manufacturing matrices of sensitive elements with applied receptor molecules of various specificity.

Brockman and Fernández developed an SPR sensor with modulation by intensity based on a polymer lattice covered with gold film. The sensitive element of the sensor is a 2D-matrix of 400 elements, each 250 μm in size. The surface of the sensor is radiated with monochromatic light, while the reflected radiation carrying information
on space distribution of SPR intensities is registered by a CCD camera. Sensor resolution by refraction index reaches $10^{-6}$ RIU [86]. The minimum detectable concentration of the biological molecules for sensors of this type, as achieved by Baggio and coauthors, is 0.1 nM [87]. This approach was applied to successfully commercialize the FLEXChip system [5, 14].

Many SPRi systems are commercially available and are successfully used in multiplex determination of cancer-specific markers, antibodies, nucleic acids, bacteria, viruses, etc. [3]. The most prospective way seems to be using SPRi for genotyping, as the technology makes possible simultaneous determination of a variety of nucleotide fragments in a short time. Due to smaller size of sensitive element, the SPRi is usually in some degree less sensitive than the standard SPR; however, the use of enhancement (like nanoparticles) makes it possible to detect nucleotide fragments down to femtomolar concentrations. Thus, D’Agata and coauthors [36] used the combination of gold nanoparticles modified by streptavidin and biotinylated oligonucleotides to enhance SPRi. These analyses based on an SPRi-sensor and SPR imager (GWC Technologies) detects single nucleotide polymorphisms with femtomolar measurement sensitivity without preliminary PCR amplification.

**CONCLUSION**

SPR analysis has found wide application for detecting parameters of complex formation reactions (antigen–antibody, ligand–target, DNA hybridization, etc.). The method is in active use also for resolving various analytic tasks, especially in medicine diagnostics.

In spite of high sensitivity of SPR analysis, it often appears to be insufficient. Today, large numbers of methods are introduced that reduce the limit of detection by some orders of magnitude. Some of these methods require modification of device design (for instance, methods of phase shift measurements, spectroscopy with Fourier conversion, etc.), and others can be used without design changes (for instance, enhancing by nanoparticles).

An important direction in development of SPR systems is enhancing efficiency. Now, multi-channel SPR systems and systems of SPR imaging are available that simultaneously test up to several hundred samples and analytes. These systems also allow fast collection of measurements statistics, this way enhancing analysis reliability. Emergence of new methods for highly sensitive and efficient analysis, as presented in this review, indicates significant market advantages of SPR detection as analytical mean to resolve fundamental and applied tasks.
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